A wig is such an object that is actually used to cover up diﬀerent issues. Some wear it for hair
lacking reasons.Or some wants to enhance the beauty of face, shaping a new look on
hairstyle.They are made from diﬀerent materials. Using it, you can you can ﬂexibly provide a
new dimension on your appearance.

Generally, it looks much better with by designing it with diﬀerent manner. There are plenty of
diﬀerent ways, you can use while wearing it. In this article, I am going to explain step by step
of how to style a wig. Let’s read it to the end and explore new ideas.

Features of a good wig

Are you getting surprised reading the title? Thinking about why I am writing about it? It’s very
simple. Let me explain. If you don’t own a good alternative hair for yourself, what could be
the ultimate result of styling it? In a word, I mean to say you need to identify a good wig

before using it. Following are the special point you should consider before buying a wig.
It should provide you a natural look when you wear it.
It must have a secure zone so that you need not worry about its sudden detachment.
And you can normally do your regular work.
Again, it should match with your personality.
There should have a durability of it.
The hairline of this object must look genuine.

Step by step tips to follow while styling

Use it when it is dry

At the very beginning, you are left with no idea about how to style a wig.I felt necessary to
warn you about an important thing. Never use a wet hair object. As water within it can extend
its ﬁbers. Furthermore, it can cause damage to the pattern too.Take your time to let it dry
thoroughly.

Take a spray bottle

To bring a new style on it, you can use a spray container ﬁlled with fresh water. Deﬁnitely,
spraying a little water will help you functioning it more easily. You can easily move your
ﬁngers through it to manage diﬀerent style.

Begin styling from foam head

When you are using this artiﬁcial hair object, make sure you are styling it on a foam head.
Moreover, it will enable you to work with ease from every corner. You will get it from any
beauty corner shops or online marketplaces with reasonable price.

Never use a regular brush

When brushing, keep a thing in your mind is not to use regular comb or brushes on a
synthetic wig. Rather you can use stainless steel brushes in replace of it. It will make the ﬁber
active. Basically, these objects are specially designed to use for it.

General brushes can be harmful to it. Never use long strokes when losing curls. To manage
frizz, gently apply brushes with mild pressure.

Apply Wig Friendly products

To make a style, you need to use products that are specially designed to use in it. The best
tool for it can be wig mousse. It can make you relax holding the texture and style. You can
useit to get curly styles including other smooth modes on it.

Brush it properly

The stylish look mostly depends on the correct mode of brushing the alternative hair.
Generally, brushes made with stainless steel are the best option for a synthetic wig. In
addition, you can use bristle brush made of human hair.

In fact, you need to use your brush in such a way that directly keeps the style going smooth.
To deal with tight curls, you can apply short strokes gently. On the other hand, use long
strokes for ﬂexible and smooth one.
If you love to use long wigs, begin brushing after sectioning it into several parts.Keep
continuing moving your ﬁngers to sort out tangles.For the best result, you can use a tangle
remover tool for it. That’s how you can smoothly handle and style it according to your wish.

Follow wig styling materials to adopt your desired style

The best products are being used here in styling it is a good brush, your ﬁngers, and a spray
and in some cases a comb. Make sure you are not using brushes used for natural human hair.
To shape it for giving a natural look, you need to reduce the static electricity of it. For that

instance, using wig spray will be much better for you.
Liquid mousse, I have mentioned it earlier, is another beneﬁcialobject for styling. Curly, wavy
whatever styles you want to shape, this styling tool will surely work in that case well.If you
are using human hair objects, you can use rollers to curl it well. If you want to puﬀ it,
backcomb will ﬁt your necessity. But make sure you are not causing any damage by stiﬀ
brushing.

A few additional tips to remember

Avoid redundancy of bulking a wig.When women wear it, generally it is extra heavy for
them. Hence, it can make you feel unease and weird looking.
For synthetic one, you should keep it with care so that it looks active and vibrant.

This optional hair object should not come in contact with heat. This carelessness can
instantly damage it.
If you are very conscious of color, you can use the latest product that has been
highlighted as true colors of hair. You must avoid horrible colors in choosing it.

Check a Video on How To Style a Wig

Finally, it is needless to make you remember about to care for this useful hair object. Nothing
lasts for a long time if you less care for it. Moreover, there are several ways to follow of how
to style a wig.

The best way to secure it is to get a better stand.Remember that wrong steps can ruin your
style badly. As a result, losing your spontaneous interest is no longer to be surprised. So,
follow the right method in styling it.
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